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Introduction
We consider accurate simulations of metamaterial (MM) structures consisting of split-
ring-resonators (SRRs) and thin wires (TWs). We employ electric-field integral equa-
tion (EFIE) [1] to formulate the scattering problems involving these complicated structures.
Accurate modelling of MMs translates into very large computational problems, which can be
solved with the aid of advanced acceleration techniques, such as the multilevel fast multipole
algorithm (MLFMA) [2]. We investigate various multilayer structures of SRRs as well as
composite metamaterials (CMMs) constructed by the arrangements of SRR and TW arrays.
In addition, we consider various disordering scenarios, where the unit cells are not placed
perfectly and they are misaligned. This way, we investigate the electromagnetic properties
of MMs when the arrays are defected. In this paper, we briefly report the accurate solu-
tions of various real-life MM problems and present power transmission properties of these
important structures.
Modelling of Metamaterial Structures
In this paper, SRRs and TWs are modelled by perfectly conducting sheets. Dimensions of
the unit cells are in the order of microns to obtain negative effective permeability around
100 GHz [3]. The SRR array depicted in Fig. 1(a) is constructed by the arrangement of
11 × 18 SRRs. Due to the negative effective permittivity stimulated in the medium, the
transmission through the array is expected to decrease significantly around the resonance
frequency. As depicted in Fig. 1(b) we construct multilayer SRR arrays as well as multilayer
CMM structures using TWs in addition to SRRs. Dimensions of the TWs are compatible
with the dimensions of the SRRs so that the CMM structures in Fig. 1(b) are expected
to show double negativity around 100 GHz. In addition to multilayer structures, we also
consider various disordering scenarios as depicted in Fig. 2. We specifically investigate the
variation in the electromagnetic properties of the SRR arrays when the unit cells are not
placed perfectly as in Fig. 2(a), but they are misaligned as in Figs. 2(b)-(d). By employing
EFIE, we accurately model these defects in the MM structures while the resulting dense
matrix equations are solved easily by MLFMA.
EFIE Solutions of Metamaterial Structures
By the discretization of EFIE for the solution of MM structures, we obtain N × N dense
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Figure 1: (a) Single-layer SRR array obtained by the arrangement of 11×18 SRRs. (b) 1-layer,
2-layer, and 4-layer SRR and CMM structures.
represents the matrix element, i.e., interaction of mth testing and nth basis functions. We
apply a Galerkin scheme and choose the basis functions bn and testing functions tm as
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denotes the homogeneous Green’s function in frequency domain using phasor notation with






drtm(r) · Ei(r), (4)
where η is wave impedance and Ei denotes the incident electric field. As it is commonly
used in experimental setups [3], we choose the relative permittivity of the host medium as
4.8.
Finding the coefficients an in (1), we obtain the near-zone electric and magnetic fields
as











g(r, r′) · bn(r′)an (5)
and





dr′J(r′) ×∇′g(r, r′)an, (6)
respectively, where Hi is the incident magnetic field. Then, we define the power transmission
























Figure 2: Various disordering scenarios for the 11×18 SRR array in Fig. 1(a). (a) Perfectly
ordered array, (b) misalignments in the x direction (X-disorder), (c) misalignments in the x-y plane
(Intraplane-Disorder: IP-disorder), and (d) misalignments in the z direction (Z-disorder).
Iterative Solutions by MLFMA
Computation of each element of the dense matrix-equation in (1) requires the evaluation of
a double integral over the testing and basis triangles. In order to solve large MM structures
consisting of hundreds of unit cells, we employ iterative algorithms and accelerate the matrix-
vector multiplications via MLFMA, i.e.,
Z · x = ZNF · x + ZFF · x. (8)
In MLFMA, only the near-field interactions denoted by Z
NF
are calculated directly and
stored in the memory, while the far-field interactions are computed approximately in a
group-by-group manner. Using a multilevel scheme, the overall complexity of the matrix-
vector multiplications is reduced to O(N log N), where N is the number of unknowns.
For the iterative solutions of the problems involving MM structures, we consider precondi-
tioners based on sparse approximate inverse (SAI) of the near-field matrix [5]. These robust
preconditioners are required in order to obtain quick convergence for EFIE, which usually
produces ill-conditioned matrix equations that are difficult to solve iteratively. On the other
hand, increased resonance effects of the multilayer MMs lead to very ill-conditioned matrix
equations, which need further information than that provided by the near-field matrix for a
convergence. Then, we consider a two-level preconditioning technique based on an approxi-
mate MLFMA obtained by reducing the sampling rate of the original MLFMA for improved
efficiency.
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Figure 3: Power transmission for the SRR, CMM, and disordered SRR structures in Fig. 1(b)
and Fig. 2.
Results
To investigate the transmission properties of the MMs in Fig. 1(b), we illuminate the struc-
tures by using a Hertzian dipole and solve the scattering problems using an MLFMA imple-
mentation. Figs. 3(a) and (b) depict the power transmission defined in (7) as a function of
frequency for the SRR and CMM structures, respectively. We observe that SRR structures
block the fields around 100 GHz, and this is mainly due to the negative effective permittivity
introduced in the medium. On the other hand, the transmission through the CMM struc-
tures increase around 100 GHz because of the double-negativity property. In other words,
a CMM structure becomes transparent around 100 GHz, although its components, i.e., the
SRR and TW arrays, block the fields at these frequencies. We also note that increasing
the number of layers of the SRR structures extends the frequency range for the resonance
effect. The double negativity of the CMM structures is also stronger when the structure is
constructed by more than one layers as also depicted Fig. 3(b), where 1-layer CMM cannot
provide 100% (0 dB) transparency. Finally, Figs. 3(c) and (d) present the power transmis-
sions for the various disordering scenarios in Fig. 2. Although the SRR array is significantly
modified by various misalignments, we observe that the transmission properties are slightly
affected. Among three different disordering schemes, the most effective one seems to be
the Z-disorder, where the resonance frequency is shifted by a small amount as depicted in
Fig. 3(d).
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